
The definitive alternative late-night Fringe experience: a chance to
catch some of the Festival’s most exciting artists

The Electric Cabaret is C’s late night variety show, offering the audience  a
nightly taste of the Fringe experience in one place. Celebrating established acts
and hidden gems with new performers every day, the show encapsulates a blend
of the best that the Fringe has to offer. With comedy, circus, burlesque, music
and speciality acts from across the Festival, the programme is bursting with
sensational hand-picked artists in an intimate cabaret setting.

Previously Cabaret Nova, this year we are excited to be moving C’s nightly
cabaret back to the Old Town to one of the Fringe’s longest-established venues,
C aquila at the Roman Eagle Lodge.

Variety is the spice of the Fringe. The breadth and quality of the independent
work showcased at The Electric Cabaret gives audiences the chance to
experience some of Fringe’s most talented acts. It promises to be the perfect
platform for showcasing the exceptional talent performing at C venues and the
wider Fringe.  The eclectic programme includes comedy, cabaret, circus, music,
spoken word and other performance, and includes both established acts and up
and coming finds, as well as more experimental works.

The Electric Cabaret is a great platform to experience tasters of shows at
C venues and across the Fringe, all for the price of one ticket! Featuring artists
from across the Fringe, The Electric Cabaret is sure to tickle the fancy of any
festivalgoer.

‘A smorgasbord showcase of the wonderful delicacies…
wacky, weird and wonderful’ AYoungerTheatre.com

‘Explosive and adaptable’  Broadway Baby

‘One of the most fun variety cabarets around... wildly entertaining’
 Broadway Baby
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ten word blurb
The alternative late-night Fringe experience. Exciting new artists. Late bar.

twenty word blurb
The alternative late-night Fringe experience. A chance to see some of the
Festival’s most exciting new artists. Late bar.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
The alternative late-night Fringe experience. Comedy, circus, burlesque,
bands, jazz and speciality acts from across the Fringe. A chance to see some
of the Festival’s most exciting new artists. Late bar. ‘Wonderful’
(AYoungerTheatre.com). ‘Explosive’ ***** (BroadwayBaby.com).
fringe web blurb
The alternative late-night Fringe experience returns, to a new home at C
aquila amid the hustle and bustle of the Royal Mile. A unique blend of
comedy, circus, burlesque, bands, jazz and speciality acts from across the
Fringe. With a different line-up every night this is a chance to see some of
the Festival’s most exciting new artists. Late bar. ‘A smorgasbord showcase
of the wonderful delicacies… wacky, weird and wonderful’
(AYoungerTheatre.com). ‘One of the most fun variety cabarets around…
Explosive and adaptable’ ***** (BroadwayBaby.com).
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Listings Information
Venue               C aquila, , venue 21
Dates               3-27 Aug
Time 24:00 (1hr15)
Ticket prices £7.50-£9.50 / concessions £5.50-£7.50 / under 18s £3.50-£5.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com
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The definitive alternative late-night Fringe experience: a chance to
catch some of the Festival’s most exciting artists

The Electric Cabaret is C’s late night variety show, offering the audience  a
nightly taste of the Fringe experience in one place. Celebrating established acts
and hidden gems with new performers every day, the show encapsulates a blend
of the best that the Fringe has to offer. With comedy, circus, burlesque, music
and speciality acts from across the Festival, the programme is bursting with
sensational hand-picked artists in an intimate cabaret setting.

Previously Cabaret Nova, this year we are excited to be moving C’s nightly
cabaret back to the Old Town to one of the Fringe’s longest-established venues,
C aquila at the Roman Eagle Lodge.

Variety is the spice of the Fringe. The breadth and quality of the independent
work showcased at The Electric Cabaret gives audiences the chance to
experience some of Fringe’s most talented acts. It promises to be the perfect
platform for showcasing the exceptional talent performing at C venues and the
wider Fringe.  The eclectic programme includes comedy, cabaret, circus, music,
spoken word and other performance, and includes both established acts and up
and coming finds, as well as more experimental works.

The Electric Cabaret is a great platform to experience tasters of shows at
C venues and across the Fringe, all for the price of one ticket! Featuring artists
from across the Fringe, The Electric Cabaret is sure to tickle the fancy of any
festivalgoer.

‘A smorgasbord showcase of the wonderful delicacies…
wacky, weird and wonderful’ AYoungerTheatre.com

‘Explosive and adaptable’  Broadway Baby

‘One of the most fun variety cabarets around... wildly entertaining’
 Broadway Baby
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The alternative late-night Fringe experience: a chance to catch some
of the Festival’s most exciting artists

Electric Cabaret is C’s late night variety show, offering the audience  a nightly
taste of the Fringe experience in one place. Celebrating established acts and
hidden gems with new performers every day, the show encapsulates a blend of

The alternative late-night Fringe experience: a chance to catch
some of the Festival’s most exciting artists

Electric Cabaret is C’s late night variety show, offering the audience  a
nightly taste of the Fringe experience in one place. Celebrating established
acts and hidden gems with new performers every day, the show encapsulates a
blend of the best that the Fringe has to offer. With comedy, circus, burlesque,
music and speciality acts from across the Festival, the programme is bursting
with sensational hand-picked artists in an intimate cabaret setting.

Previously Cabaret Nova, this year we are excited to be moving C’s nightly
cabaret into the New Town, to one of the Fringe’s oldest venues, the Hill
Street Theatre, with a new start time of 11.45pm. Now the centrepiece of C
venues’ newest venue, C primo, the much-loved Hill Street Theatre in one of
the oldest venues on the Fringe will be hosting the Fringes most exciting
cabaret experience.

Variety is the spice of the Fringe. The breadth and quality of the independent
work showcased at Electric Cabaret gives audiences the chance to
experience some of Fringe’s most talented acts. It promises to be the perfect
platform for showcasing the exceptional talent performing at C venues and
the wider Fringe.  The eclectic programme includes comedy, cabaret, circus,
music, spoken word and other performance, and includes both established acts
and up and coming finds, as well as more experimental works.

The buzzing atmosphere continues post-show at C primo’s exclusive
Broadway Bar – the perfect space for post show discussion, with discounts for
Electric Cabaret ticket holders and  Fringe and festival participants. The bar
features C venuea’ renowned wine list and a range of sparkling cocktails.

Electric Cabaret is a great platform to experience tasters of shows at
C venues and across the Fringe, all for the price of one ticket! Featuring artists
from across the Fringe, Electric Cabaret is sure to tickle the fancy of any
festivalgoer.

‘A smorgasbord showcase of the wonderful delicacies…
wacky, weird and wonderful’ AYoungerTheatre.com

‘Explosive and adaptable’  BroadwayBaby.com 2015

‘One of the most fun variety cabarets around... wildly entertaining’
 BroadwayBaby.com 2014
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